Product Description

Bench top fume extractor especially designed to quickly absorb and remove the toxic fumes released during the soldering process. This updated model of the popular 486 fan features the addition of an exhaust hose to direct filtered fumes away and a helpful LED light.

Key Features

- Quiet and powerful operation
- Easy-change carbon filter that effectively absorbs toxins in the fumes
- Ideal for poor ventilated environments
- Integrated low voltage lamp with a separate switch for better work area lighting
- Uses standard 4” aluminum dryer hose (included)
- Brushless motor
- 4.5 x 4.5” size filter
- Outside dimensions are 7.5” x 6.5” x 3.5”

Additional Information

- This product is RoHS compliant.
- Voltage is 220VAC
- Replacement carbon filter Part Number: AO3055SP
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